CHARTING NOTICE

Date:     August 11, 2014
To:       Users of the Terminal Procedures section of the Chart Supplement Pacific
From:     Aeronautical Navigation Products (AeroNav Products)
Subject:  New or Changed Terminal Procedure Charts

Beginning with the Nov 13, 2014 cycle, the Terminal Procedures section of the Chart Supplement Pacific will no longer use the vertical line portrayed in the outside margin to alert users of new information or changes to information from a previous issue.

Users can determine which charts have changed from the previous effective cycle by accessing the web at:

http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/dtpp/

• Choose the application: Terminal Procedures Search
• In Search By, choose Advanced Search
• Choose Volume PC-1
• Check the desired “Filters By” boxes:
  o Added since last cycle
  o Changed since last cycle
  o Deleted since last cycle
• Click on the “Search” button.